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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

WWW.DENNEWS.COM

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

UNIVERSITY I ROTC

UNIVERSITY IBOT

Going from
nine to five
PSAC to interview
presidential
candidates to cut the
pool down to four or
By Ashley Rueff
Senior University Reporter

"They understand that the world is complex,
and they're going co be che generation to scare
fixing things."
The authors have written four books together
since the early nineties regarding their theories
on generations. They say in "Millennials
Rising" that this generation will be the hero
generation because cheir parents have devoted
more concern and arcencion to them than any
previous generation.
The
sheltered
generation
Parents of millennial students mean business
when it comes to taking care of their children.
Davidson has been researching the Millennial
Generation since 2000. He did so because he
wanted ro better understand the students he
works with to better serve them.
If the Millennials could only be represenced
by one point, ir would be the Babies on Board
sign, Davidson said.
"I think it's important co look at the culture
that the Millennials have been brought up in,"
he said. "These are the babies chat are the Babies
on Board. If you think abouc that and what thac
symbol says - we're going to be protective of
our child - so the Millennials have been very
sheltered and very protected."
He explained how most college students
grew up with some type of special services

The Presidential SearchAdvisory
Committee will meet the nine
remaining presidential candidates
face co face this week.
The committee is holding olfcampus interviews coday and
Wednesday at the
Hilton Garden
Inn in Champaign
to narrow the
candidate pool
co four or five
applicants,
said
Roben
Webb, search
Robert Webb
committee chair
Search
and vice chair
of the Board of committee chair
Trustees.
He expeccs
the individual interviews to last
approximately two hours for each
candidate.
"Ac that time then, we hope to
select the four (or five) candidates
that we feel will best have the
qualities of leadership that we are
looking for," Webb said.
The committee previously
narrowed the list of candidates
from 14 co nine during a five-hour
meeting on Feb. 20.
"We had originally talked about
choosing eight, but the committee
was most in agreement on those
nine," Webb said.
The committee members have
agreed about the candidates during
the process so far, Webb said.
"We're all looking for dilferenr
qualities I suppose, in a way, the
committee has been very much
in agreement all the way to this
point, and we think that's a good
thing," Webb said. "It gives us
encouragement that when we get
down ro finalist we will pretty
much be in agreement as well."
Vicki Woodard of university
communications
said
she
anticipates the names of the final
candidates co be announced by
March 7 so that the campus
community can prepare for
on-campus interviews that could
begin as soon as March 19, the first
day of classes after spring break
Today
and
Wednesday's
meetings will be in executive
session for confidentiality of
the candidates applying for the
position. However, the final four
or five applicants must agree co
release their names in order co do
on-campus interviews.
"Obviously, when candidates
are on campus and meeting with
various groups on campus, we're
going co know who they are and
where they work and so forth,"
Webb said.

» SEE MIWNNIUM, PAGE 6

» SEE SEARCH, PAGE 7
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Michael Mccarter, a junior political science major, prepares tQ fire his M-16 rifle from the prone supported position at the
Charleston Police Department firing range Friday. Mccarter is one of 57 cadets in the Eastern Reserve Officer Training Corps.

Shooting for more than a major
A small program
prepares students
Army officers

to

be

By Graham Milldrum
University Reporter

ROTC cadets have tests like
normal students. Bur most classes
don't have firing an M-16 as the
exam.

After

months

of

scudying

firearms safety, responsibility and

the weapon itself, the cadets each
fired 46 rounds at the police firing
range in Charleston.
Maj. Larry Coblentz described
it as a way co teach responsibility,
since the program can't bring the
large vehicles and other equipment
thac the cadets will be in charge of
once they are officers.
The Reserve Officer Training
Corps is a program designed to
prepare college students to be
officers in one of the armed services.
le is one of the three paths available

co officers and the only one designed
for college scudents.
All cadets have co major outside
of the program since military science
is only offered as a minor. Military
science is not a required minor for
the program.
The Eastern ROTC is for the
Army, and currently has 57 cadets,
down from 62 during the fall
semester.
These numbers are low, but they
have been stable for the last five
years, Coblentz said.

According Capt. Christopher
Burkhardt, the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan have cut down on
numbers coming into the program,
but the reduction has largely been
in people who were just crying. The
people truly interested in being in
the program are still joining, he
said.
Butkhardt said one thing
students don't understand is
the advantages of the program.
» SEE IOTC, PAGE 7

Children of the millennium
Photo illustration by
Amir Prellberg

Newest generation most likely
to succeed, experts say
By Sarah Whitney
Senior Reporter

Starbuckshasalwaysbeeninexistence.
Iraq has always been a problem. Gas
has always been unleaded.
Most students reading this
won't remember a time when the
above statements were nor
true. Those same srudenrs
- anyone born 1982 and
afterward - are members of
the Millennial Generation.
Authors William Strauss
and Neil Howe predict in
their book "Millennials
Rising: The Nexc Greac
Generation" thac college
studenrs of coday will
become jusc chat - the next
great generation.
"What some of the
theoristS say is that these are
going to be the students that
get ir," said Eric Davidson,
director of the Health
Education Resource Center.
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She was in the emergency
room, in pain like she had never
experienced.
She was rold thac she was
dehydrated.
"Drink water, you'll be fine,"
they told her.
Bue she wouldn't be fine with
just wacer.
Kristen Cagle was suffering
from Polycystic Ovary Syndrome
(PCOS).
The high school senior didn't
know what it was.
Now, more chan cwo years
lacer, she knows all about
PCOS.
February is PCOS Awareness
Month, and Cagle, a sophomore
hiscory major with teacher's
certification, does what she can to
spread the word.
PCOS is a condition where
a woman's egg is not released
properly. le then forms into a cyst
on the ovary.
Because ofchis, some women can
go months without menstruating
and then menstruate for weeks at
a time as the built-up eggs release,
Cagle said.
Or. Thomas Hanley diagnosed
Cagle with PCOS in the fall of
2004.
He sat her down with her mother
and gave chem the news.
"He said 'OK. you have this,'"
Cagle said. "Ac that point in time,
you're ready for it. You're just glad
you don't have cancer. You're jusr
glad you're not dying."
PCOS is an endocrine disorder
that causes abnormal ovulation,
among ocher problems.
It can cause overproduction of
estrogen, thickening of the uterine
lining, very heavy or irregular
periods and an overproduction of
androgens.
Androgens are male hormones
and lead co weight gain, excessive
hair growth and acne.
Estimates say between 5 and 10
percent of women becween the ages
of 20 and 40 years old have PCOS,
although less than half of them
know it.
One major effect of PCOS is
che difficulty of having children.
PCOS is one of the leading causes
of infertility in women.
Various drugs are available
chat help women with PCOS
have children, although none
have been proven 100 percenc
effective.
Clomiphene, a drug chat
stimulates ovulation and has been
associated with multiple births, has
long been thoughr of as the best
way for a woman with PCOS to
have children.
In recent years, metformin
was introduced as an alternative.
Metformin is an anti-diabetic drug.
le lowers androgens, insulin levels
and weight.
le was thought char combining
ic with clomiphene would increase
clomiphene's effectiveness. Bur a
recent study showed this was not
the case.
Thestudyappe~red if the New
England ]b'urnal of"Mctlicihe on
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Kristen Cagle, a sophomore history major, sits near a window in the
lobby of Andrews Hall on Monday Evening.
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Clear Creek lndeoendant School District

is part of the Bay Alea HooSlon waterfront comllfunity located 30 minutes lrom Garveston. with over 36,000
students and key programs through our partneiship wilh NASA has
NUMEROUS OPENINGS

KRISTEN CAGLE I SOPHOMORE HISTORY MAJOR

- Secondary level - all certification fields
(Opetunos due 1o Exlensrie growth)
(New hilJh school opening 2007/2008 school yeai)

- Elementary level - all certilicalion fields

"Don't be shy. I hate hearing 'I'm afraid of
going to the gynecologist because it freaks
me out.' Deal with it. Go get tested and
stay out of pain ."

(Openings due ID f)(lens1~ gro..th)
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Feb. 8.
In the study, more than 600
women with PCOS were created
with combinations of clomiphene
and metformin as well as both drugs
on their own.
The results showed
that
metformin didn't have much of an
effect on clomiphene's effectiveness.
Dr. Richard S. Legro of Penn.
Scare University's School of
Medicine led the four-year study.
"Medicine is a lot like fashion,"
he said. "People are quick to jump
on the latest fashion. Mecformin
was the new drug in town."
Legro said PCOS is still a
misunderstood condition.
"lc's
underdiagnosed,
mistreated, misdiagnosed," Legro
said. "(The scudy) is just the cip of
the iceberg."
The fuse doctor Cagle went co
put her on higher levels of estrogen
and progesterone, a female steroid
hormone.
The prescriptions made Cagle
worse.
Three months lacer, Cagle
visited Hanley and found out her
condition.
This is nor the first rime Cagle,
19, bas dealt with adversity.
She was born with the
umbilical cord wrapped around
her right index flhger.
' 1

This cue off blood circularion,
and her finger never developed.
Bur she has dealt with chat
just like she has dealt with
PCOS.
"lc's in the here and now," she
said. "I've been called anything
under the sun with 'ninefingered' attached co it. I don't
know what it's like not co have
this. I have no ocher options."
Cagle said it was difficult ro cell
her boyfriend, Matthew Hagaman,
about PCOS at 6rsr.
She would often complain co
him, "Marr, I don't want co move."
When she was putting together
a Power Point presentation on
PCOS, she finally told him ic was
OK for him co look ic up and learn
about ir.
"I was amazed by the stacistics,"
he said. "I'm not sure exactly
how ic's affected us but I'm glad
ro know. I knew she had char
difficulty. I never knew why."
Since finding out, Cagle said
if a woman thinks she might
have PCOS, they should go gee
tested.
"Don't
be
embarrassed,"
she said. "Don't be shy. I hate
hearing Tm afraid of going
co che gynecologist because it
freaks me out.' Deal with ic. Go
ger reseed and scay'ouc· of pai'n'.''
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Come see us at the Spring Teacher Job Fair on
Wednesday, February 28th in the Grand Ballroom
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Patios
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'

Free
Parking
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CAMPUS I STUDENT LIFE

Eastern's
Greeks earn
top awards

TODAY

43·

I 30·

Mostly sunny

CAMPUS

WEDNESDAY

4s·

THURSDAY

I 46°

Early showers

T-showers and wind

I SPORTS

By Stacy Smith
Greek life P.eporter

Greek Life took home 16
individual awards dwing the
weekend at the annuaJ MidAmerica Greek Council Association
Conference in Chicago.
The men placed first for the
overaJl outstanding Jellison Award,
and the women came in second place
behind Kansas Seate University.
Eastern sent a delegation of
27 students, with 16 entered into
a competition and the other 11
representing their individual houses.
The students received a plaque
for each individuaJ award and
trophies for placement, which can
be found in the Greek Life Office
in the Manin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"It's quite an honor co be
recognized as best in a nacionaJ
competition," said Bob Dudolski,
director of Greek Life.
About 20 judges from across
the country divided up binders
containing3,000pagcsofmformation
submitted by elected council officer
presidenc and vice president chat
serve on the lnterfracernity Council,
Dudolski said.
Each binder is judged on eight
categories like bylaws, public
relations and risk management.
Then on Saturday the finalises were
announced at an awards banquet.
On Thursday and Friday,
students attended cra.ining sessions.
Experts taught sessions dealing with
issues like diversity, programming,
philanthropy and motivating peers.
The conference was beneficial
becauseicallowed students to interact
with more than 300 universities
across the nation and network with
experts, Dudolski said.
Alison Kostdich, continuing
education chair of Odea Ddta
Ddta, went to the conference co
represent the sorority.
"We're a new house on campus
so we could benefit a lot from the
conference," she said. "We didn't
have a binder completed yet."
Kostellch said she was glad to be
given the opportunity to arcend the
conference and learned valuable
information she can inform the
house about.
"Most of the same members
volunteer, so I learned how co
motivate the girls and get people
more involved by seeking out
someone who would be good for a
position," she said.

Weather-postponed Career Fair
rescheduled for today
,, The Career Fair that was scheduled
for Feb. 14 was moved and will be held
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The originally scheduled fair was
hampered by inclement weather.
The fair is free and will be a chance
for students to meet prospective
employers from many fields.

Booth Ubrary film series
begins todaJ

I 111E DAILY WTERN llEWS
Ben "B-Sqar" Brown, a senior recreation major, pushes the ball up court during the second half of the
intramural basketball game at Lantz Arena on Monday evening. Brown and his team went on to win the
championship game in overtime with a score of 37-36.
JAY GRAllEC

More fans fill Lailtz Arena for
intramural basketball playoffs
Winning teams
Sigma Pi Black and
All Day to face off in
championship tonight
BJ Chris Sentel

DREW SPIES

I MEMBEROF ALL DAY

"We just wanted to come out and play our
hardest. It's fun while it lasts. We come
out, run around and have fun; we don't get
too much into the X's and O's"

I-sports Reporter

Sigma Pi Black beat Sigma
Chi Blue in the fraternity playoff
bracket, and All Day beat In Da
Gym in the hall playoff bracket
in the intramural men's baskecball
championship games.
All Day came away with a 3736 win in a close game, while
Sigma Pi Black's win had a little
more cushion with a 40-30 win in
Monday night's games.
"'We just came out and cried to
get up the floor, we just tried to
run," said Albert Brown, player and
coach of All Day. "We don't really
come in with a game plan, we don't
practice, none of that. We jusc feel

like we can use our athleticism."
Brown said the win means a lot
co him because last rwo years he did
not gee to play in the championship
game despite his team being there
the lase three years.
"We just wanted to come out
and play our hardest. Ir's fun while
it lases," said Drew Spies, a player for
the All Day team. "It's 40 minutes
of running clock, so it's not going
co last very long. We come out, run
around and have fun; we don't gee
too much into the X's and O's."
Like
in
previous
years,
the
intramural
basketball
championship games are held in
Lann Arena to accommodate the

larger crowd. Though the gym
was not nearly as full as it is ar an
Eastern men's basketball game,
considerably more people came to
see the championship.
"It was pretty good; I think
there will be a bigger crowd ac che
next games, but there was a pretty
big crowd for both games," said
Dave Morenson, a supervisor for
the intramural basketball games.
"Sigma Pi will probably bring a big
crowd out at the next game."
The
intramural
basketball
championships will
continue
tonight in Lancz Arena co determine
the All-campus championship. All
Day will face Sigma Pi Black.

Black Power movement had positive aspects
Black Panther Party's
depiction skewed
in film and media
By Sara Rannells
Staff Rtporter

Mainstream films, such as
"Forrest Gump" and "Barbershop
2," porrray a narrow, easy to
dismiss undemanding of the Black
Panther Movement, said Kristen
Hoerl, an assistant professor of
communication and jownalism at
Aubwn University.
Hoerl made the comments as
part of a pand discussion Monday
in front of students, faculty and

com munity members.
Thediscussion, "Representations
of Revolution: The Legacy ofBlack
Power in the Media and Culrwe,"
was held by Hoerl, Angela
Aguayo, an assistant professor
in the communication scudies
department, and Tony Chauncey,
a filmmaker and Charleston
resident.
The discussion addressed the
ways in which mainstream media,
specifically films, portrayed the
Black Panther Party during the
1960s and '70s.
"Films
are
selective
m
how they depict the Black
Panther Party," Hoerl said.
Films
often
portray
party
members as "violent, angry,

hostile and militant," she said.
Hoerl said that few 6lms address
the positive aspecrs of the Black
Panther Party such as its sickle cdl
anemia awareness and free breakfast
programs.
Chauncey, who grew up in
New York City during the rime of
the Black Panthers, wimcssed the
movement fuse-hand.
He lived in an aparanenc with
severaJ influential Black Panther
Party members and decided to
document the movement from an
alcemarive perspective.
"They inspired me co do what I
did," said Chauncey.
made
a
film
Chauncey
documenting the Black Panthers
froµ:i, the point of view of the

Black Panthers and "bow they were
divided by the FBI and other black
people," be said.
The media and the way they
portrayed the Black Panthers was
the cause of chis divide, he said.
Aguayo said Chauncy's film was a
part ofa "grassroots" representation
that documented the movement as
more realistic and resonanr than
mainscream media.
There was a question and answer
session after the panelists spoke,
dwing which audience members
commenced on and asked quc.\tions
about the discussion.
«The discussion seemed very
honest and exemplary of I.he
discussion we need to have on this
campus," Aguar.o said.

,, Booth Library wm begin its film
series by showing the Czech film
"Something Like Happiness."
The film was nominated for the
Czech Academy Award tn 2005. It won
Best Film Award in the San Sebastian
International Film Festival and the
Athens International Film Festival.
The film will be shown at 7 p.m.
tonight in the Booth Library Conference
Room 4440.
The next film will be shown on March
20 and will be "A Simple Curve."

"Black. White." dads to come
to campus WednesdaJ
,, Bruno Marcotulli and Brian Sparks,
the two fathers from the FX reality show
"Black.White.," will talk about their
experiences with the show.
The show took two families of
different races and using makeup, they
were transformed from a white family to
a black family and vice versa.
During the presentation, Marcotulli
and Sparks will relate their experiences
and tell what they learned about racism.
The presentation will be held at 7
p.m. Wednesday in the Grand Ballroom.
- Briefs compiled tr; Marco Santana,
Campus Editor

TODAY
Introduction to Subversion software
Time I 2 to 4 p.m.

Loc1tion I Math lab {Old Main 3041)
More Info I 581-8397

,, In Monday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News, the photo that ran
with the women's track and field story
misidentified the athlete in it. The
athlete was from Tennessee State
University, and was not Eastern's Nicole
Walcott.

The DEN regrets the error.

COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Cattay
llyer, via:
Phone I 581-7942
E-mail I DENnewsdesll@gmail.com
Office visit I 11U 1 lauard Hall.

•
view

Student Affairs hides information
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2.27.07
GUEST COUJMNlST I GIRISTOPHER IW4LON

The problem
with apologies
Picture a married couple coming to the
end of an argument, or trying to. They've
been fighting for days now, and both arc
sick of it; they waru to get back into the
happy conversation that characterizes most
of their lives together. So, the husband,
let's suppose, cakes the plunge first, saying,
"I'm sorry." Bue instead of accepting the
apology, his wife shoots back, "But you still
don't understand why I got angry in the firsc
place! You can't apologize if still you don't
understand how wrong you were!"
Isn't she right? Apologizing isn't just a
way of compelling your opponent to decide
they still like you. An apology implies that
one parry has come co realize something
about himself, about his way of dealing with
the world, char isn't fair, that fails to treat
other people - at lease in some respect as if they were real. When I apologize, I'm
confessing co having held some incomplete
view of things. an incomplete view cha1 has
caused me to be self-centered, trivializing,
unimaginative or brucal. And pare of that
means rhac in apologizing, I'm professing
my desire to alcer the person I have been.
So let's cum to another apology, chat
made by the Virginia General Assembly and
denounc.ed in 1he DEN by Adam Testa. In
the rcsolu1io11 passed by the A~scmbly, chc
Smee of Virginia expresses "profound regret"
for over two hundred years of enslaving
(th::it also nwans kidnapping. r.1ping.
murdering, etc.) African Americans. But
Testa points out that Virginia has elected the
nation's first black governor and also created
a scholarship for black students. Because
of these advancements, Testa explains, to
apologi7.e for slavery is "ridiculous."
If he thinks chat one black governor and
one scholarship program balances the books
in some way, clearly Testa doesn't really
undersrand what we're ralking abouc.
Nor is considering an apology for slavery
simply about salving some kind of liberal
guilt, as he implies when he says that "What
is done is done; we should noc fed bad
about the ways of our ancestors." When
my grandmother came to this country
from Ireland, she had one bag, one coat,
and newspaper stuffed into her shoes to
keep out the cold. To tell her that she was
somehow a beneficiary of the whirc powerscructure char produced chattel slavery
would be unimaginative in the extreme.
Afrcr all, my family arrived in this country
well after the Emancipation Proclamation,
and during a time when the Irish weren't
popularly considered kwhire.n Bue still, my
grandmother scood in so11U! kind of relation
co the legacy of slavery, and though Testa is
right to point out that things change - just
two generation later in my family, I'm an
example of how profoundly chey can - so
do I.
Apologies arc not, as Testa misrakcnly
states, abour getting another "oppressed
group out of the way.n A real apology for
slavery would have to come at the end
of a real conversation about it. This real
convcrsarion would not be conducted by
interlocurors whose primary aim is in saving
face, or gaining the moral high ground, or
in avoiding or reaping reparations. le would
be conducted by people who want co avoid
having ~een rhe world and themselves in

ways chac are self-serving.
'The promise of such a conversation
would be chac of knowing ourselves a little
better. And who knows? Ar the end, perhaps
someone would feel compelled to apologi1.e.
Christopher Hanlon is an assistant professor of
EngtjsP, ~If~ ~;e~cti~ qt c~~l]lon@eiu .edu
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The Goo Goo Dolls arc coming co
Eastern on March 4.
In an effort co inform chc public, The
Daily Eastern News requested a copy of the
concert budget and a copy of chc contract
with the Goo Goo Dolls from the University
Board. We were refused a copy of the concert
budget and a copy of the contract.
This is unacceptable considering the
majority of the concert budget is from
student fee money.
Ccci Brinker, director of studcnr life,
cold The DEN that the budget was too
complicated for us to understand and that
we bad misreported budget facts before.
The DEN was more than willing to sit
down with Brinker and have her explain
any "confusingn pares of the budget. Brinker
refused co do this until after che concert.
When Brinker was told we planned to file
a Freedom of Information Act request to get
the forecasccd budget and conuact, Brinker
said she did not appreciate being threatened.
FOIAs arc not threats.
The entire purpose of a FOIA is to
protect the rights of the public co have
information. FOIAs make it possible for
individuals co get information on the
operation of federal agencies. Eastern is a
federal agency.
We then cook our request co Daniel
Nadler, vice president for student affairs.
Nadler seated that he had never had
anyone request a forecasted budget and
he was puzzled by 7he DEN's desire co
receive information char was incomplete,
inaccurate and misleading. He seated chat•
several expenses were fluid leading up co and
through the completion of the performance.
What Nadler seems co ignore is all
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budgets are fluid unril the fiscal year ends.
Unexpected coses may occur which would
change forecasted budget plans, and 1he
DEN understands this.
Nadler also scared that Brinker would be
happy co give us the 6.oal budget, three to
five days after the concert rook place.
The DEN would welcome a copy of the
final budget. However, as we explained to
Dr. Nadler, we want a copy of the forccastcd
budget in order to compare the two.
Nadler said that both he and Brinker did
not understand The DEN's desire to report
wrong information to the student body and
why we choughc a forecasced budget was
newsworthy.
Forecasred budgets arc not wrong
information, and the university
administration does not have the right co
decide what is newsworthy. By reporting
what the UB planned to spend and what
they actually spent, we arc leuing students
know if 1he UB is financially responsible.
Nadler said he thought Brinker's decision
was reasonable, and he supported her
decision m refuse co give The DEN a copy
of the forecasced budger and the comracc

--~

the University Board has wich the Goo Goo
Dolls. Legally, the university has to release
this information, and both Nadler and
Brinker know chis.
Nadler did release the amounc of money
that the UB will be paying the Goo Goo
Dolls: $56,000. However, The DEN has no
way to verify chis amount considering Nadler
and Brinker refuse co show us the budget or
a copy of the contraet, which was done when
James Brown came co Eastern in 2005.
UB comes under fire every semester
for excessive spending. They acted fiscally
responsible and chose to have one concert
this year in order co save money and draw
a bigger name band. The DEN applauded
them for this choice. However, that docs
noc mean that the UB concert committee or
administration is immune co any criticism.
By not providing a copy of the forecasted
budget it makes us wonder what they arc
hiding or afraid of us reporting. If there is
nothing for them to hide, then why not give
us the budget and the contract?
Any concert that is brought to Eastern
is funded mainly through student fees. All
students, over 12,000 of us, pay a $5 concert
fee, which is used co subsidize the concert.
The students have the right to know
where their money is going.
Students have the right to know if the
University Board is behaving in a financially
irresponsible way, and 111e DEN has the right
co report on it.
The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily
Eastern News editorial board.
Read'I ffie opinions edifor
DENopinions@gmail.com.
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Chief is a symbol of honor
Many smdenrs in Champaign were
saddened by Chicfllliniwek's last dance
performed on Wednesday. The people of
the scare of Illinois need co remember he
was a symbol of pride. He is a beacon to
che people. The Chief reminds us all of who
once lived on chis great land long before
Illinois became a state.
He is meant co be a symbol of honor and
courage. By banning the Chief the NCAA
is only pushing the memory of Native
Americans further into the hiscory books.
The loss of Chief Illiniwek potentially will
cause the school to suffer.
Here at Eastern our mascot is a panther.
It didn't surprise me when I scarred asking
students if they knew what our mascot was
and what its name is. Mose students knew
our mascot was a panther since it is posted
everywhere, but almost all who f asked could

I LETIERS TOTHE EDITOR

not cell you his name. I have attended this
school now for 11 semesters, and I still have
no idea what his name is. Most students'
best guess is Prowler. I cried to look it up on
the school's Web site, but couldn't find any
information on the history of the mascor.
The students ac U ofl have every right to
be upset that their school has succumbed to
the pressure. There still arc other options co
improving and authenticating the Chief's
dress and dance. I commend rhe scudents
at the university. They handled the Chief
controversy Wednesday nighc wirh digniry
and class. '!hey showc<! the NCAA and
the nation thac even though their school's
administrators might be spineless, they are
not. I wh.h them the best ofluck in their
fight to preserve a uadition that daces back
longer then most people have been alive.
Brian GaMn

Tel~en?

I Sen10r physical eduratinn major

TO COMMENT.....
The D3i/1· Emem Ne.1 f welcomes
responses to our ongmal ooncent.
For cons1dcr.mon e-mail letters to
DENopinio ns@gmail.com.
All letters m che edttor may be edired
for accuracy, damy and length.
Letccr' 250 word~ or fewer have the
best chance of being published.

Only letter; that inc.lude a name,
address and phon numb rand that are
verified b\ 7h DE/\ will be considered
for prmt publi uon.
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Checks and balances are missing in action
Student Government
constitution requires
having Supreme Court

Government's constitution scares:

"all judicial powers herein granted
shall be vested in the student
Supreme Court ofEIU."
The constitution gives the
student Supreme Court original and
final jurisdiction in constitutional
issues and Srudenc Bill of Rights
issues.
Anderson
is
currently
researching other schools to see
what their Supreme Courts do and
how they run.
"Now that I have researched, the
next seep is co form the dynamics
and logistics of the student Supreme
Court, including but not limited co
how many students will serve on the
coun, the duration of the term, how
it is ran, when they meet, what issues
they discuss, ere.," Anderson said.
According ro the conscicucion,
the court should have six associate
justices and one chief justice. The
justices serve cwo-year terms and
may not hold a position in Student
Government.
The student body president
appoints all of the justices and
fills any vacancies during che
term. The senate then confirms all
appointments with a cwo-chirds
vote of approval.
The student Supreme Court is
organized and run by an adviser
who is appointed by Dan Nadler,

By Nicole Milstead
Senior Campti'> Reporter

In order for a government to
work without one person receiving
roo much power, it must have a
system of checks and balances.
The Student Government's
constitution says it should have a
system of checks and balances like
the U.S. government.
However,
the
Student
Government has not had a judicial
branch for six years
"A student Supreme Court is
needed co give students a voice
in case they feel chc:tr rights are
in violation," said )tudent Body
President Sean Anderson. "It will
be a great resource co che student
body, the Elections Comminee and
to Student Government."
Before a Supreme Court can
be formed, some questions need
co be answered. whether there is a
need for the Supreme Court, how
it would operate because there
currendy are no bylaws, and what
the function of the court would be.
However,
the
Student

of appealing the decision co the
student Supreme Coun.
Kromphardt
and
Frazier
had no place co appeal co alter
reprcsentauves from the Office of
Judicial Affairs said they could not
get involved.
After concesting the election, the
cwo were offered open seats on the
student senate, but both refused.
Anderson said he does not know
what will happen with the election
because he had co stay our of it.
"I have to be objective," he said. "It
is a conflict of interest as an election
official to scace my opinion."
Previously,
student
body
presidents have been in charge
of elections. Bur in 2005, former
Srudent Body President Chris Getty
ran the election and was a campaign
manager for one of the panics.
"1 chink chat possibly after the
elections commii.sion is formed,
then we could go through the
process and rhere should be one
(Supreme Coun) put into place,"
Anderson said.
"It would be irresponsible to not
have it by spring elections."

SUPREME COURT REQUIREMENTS ACCORDING TO THE CURRENT
STUDENT GOVERNMENT CONSTITUTION
Court officials: S ~
n Terms of office: Ju
es serve for two years, c1Ild cannot hold d!
1 Su
Gov
to
at the SdlTle ti e
A How they get the job: Ju !ices are appo nted by the student body president and
th appo
t m t be confirmed by a vote of approval by at least 1wo-thirds of the
Student Senate
u

vice president for srudcnt affairs.
All cases are given co an adviser
who keeps a log of cases and
appoints them, as needed, to the
court.
"Responsibilities of the Supreme
O>un may include deciding
whether legislation passed by
Student Government is in violation
of the Student Body Constitution
or bylaws, giving students a
place co appeal decisions abouc
their scudenr righcs and election
violations," Anderson said.
Now chat Anderson has done
external research, he wants ro gee
feedback from students on whar
they want ouc of a srudent Supreme
Courr.
Afrer the feedback, he said his
next step would be to have the
student body adopt the court at
Eastern.
However, the consricution
says Eastern adopted the studenc
Supreme Court years ago.

One reason for a renewed
interest in the courc is an incidenc
involving
the
fall
Student
Government election when ballot
boxes were left unanended during
voling hours.
Two candidates, Tori Frazier
and Chris Kromphardr, who
did noc run under the Student
United Party, were not elected and
contested the election.
The most recent Elections
Reform. written in 2006, scares
char violations of the election
comnuss1on
regulations
will
represent a violation of the student
conduce code and be referred
co judicial affairs per university
procedures.
Defendants are given che option
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during their secondary education.
For example, advanced students
were placed in an honors program.
Srudents with special needs had their
own classes. The same is provided
for srudents with srudents who had
learning or emotional disabilities.
"In the past anyone who required
special services, they were lumped
into one group," Davidson said.
Noc just the school system
catered to srudents, but their parents
as well.
This is most noticeable on
campus with new students and their
parents.
President Lou Hencken, during
his time as a hall director for Douglas
and Stevenson Halls, remembered
one mother who dropped her
daughter off on Move-in Day and
then spent the night with her.
"Well that's OK for one nighc,"
he said. "Bue then she stayed for the
second night, the third night, the
fourth night" and on through the
end of the week.
She wasn't going co listen co the
23-year-old Resident Assistant when
he asked her co leave, so the director
of housing and dining at the time
had to get involved, Hencken said.
Parents like this are called
"helicopter parents" because they
hover. BeckyWilson, a junior English
major, works in the Orientation
Office. She said they have to
purposely separate the srudencs
from the parents at orientation days
because parents always wane to go
with their srudencs.
She said it's easy co recognize
which parents are unwilling to leave
their students because they carry
their students' folders.
"There's a greater dependence
on parents co address and solve
problems," Davidson said.
He cold a story from an Eastern
acadernicadviserabouchowasrudent
pulled out a cell phone during their
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advising appointment and called
her mom who then wanted co speak
to the adviser about the classes her
daughter was taking.
Wilson confirmed chat chis
happens, saying tharshe's seen parents
who would then ask their studenr if
they co1 ' ' change courses despite
the ad
..:commendations.
She.
.:mbered a time while
living in Andrews Hall when two
women choughr chat using their
activiry cards to check ouc a vacuum
meant someone would come
vacuum their room.
"When I came co college I knew
how ro do laundry, ac least," she
said. "It's bad when you don't lmow
how co do basic things ro survive
college."
There's a good side and a bad side
co chis behavior, Hencken said.
"The bad side is you want the
students co grow up on their own
and make decisions for themselves,"
he said. "On the ocher hand, I think
chat parents show chat we care for
our sons and daughters. We want to
make sure everything goes well. It's
not all bad, bur I chink the break has
to come somewhere."
He said whar concerns him is
when ir...rents of juniors and seniors
or graduare students call, asking
questions for their son or daughter.
Hudson said he gees involved
with a parent maybe 10 times a
semester.
"That's not very many (parents)
using me as a landing pad," he said.

several gaming systems: these are just
some of the stuff srudencs bring to
campus, said Mark Hudson director
of housing and dining.
"The biggest thing that's increased
is the electronics," he said.
Davidson, who attended Easrem
as an undergrad from 1990 through
1994, said in addition to the
necessities he only brought a dual
cassette stereo. His roommate was
on "the curring edge" and had a CD
player.
No Myspace. No World of
Warcraft. No cext messaging.
"Other amenities chat students
of today would probably say they
couldn't live without, we just didn't
have," he said. ''And part of ir was
because we didn't have it. Neither
one of us had a TV in our bedroom
at home ro bring - neither one of us
had a computer."
While
Davidson
attended
Eastern, freshmen and sophomores
were not allowed co have cars on
campus. We asked for bicycles, he
said.
Two suitcases, a radio, a couple
of books, a lamp and some hanging
cloches: that's what people brought
to campus when Hencken worked
as a hall director.
"I feel like a dinosaur talking
about this," he said.
Today some srudenrs bring Uhauls to Move-in Day and have
Panther Pals to help chem.
"I sit and chink bow did I
survive," Hencken said. "If you
never had it, you don't know what
you miss."
The material generation
Havingso much scuff, contributes
Hencken's first judicial case he co the students' tendency of instant
handled was a student who brought gratification.
a TV to the university co watch
"I thinkanotherchingwescewich
Monday Nighr Football.
millennials is the need for instant
Neither TVs nor refrigerators gratification," Davidson said. "They
were allowed in the residence balls at want what they want, when they
the time. Hencken remembers when want it and they want it now."
students petitioned to be allowed co
Davidson acknowledged chat part
bring refrigerators.
ofchis is due co today's culcure saying
Today is much differem.
for example, if he wanted co know
Computers, iPods, cell phones, the weather ten years ago he had co
stereos, refrigerators, lofts, TVs and wait for the nightly news. Now he

Youngstown Apartments

can inscancly check it online.

The scheduled generation
Brittany Buchanan, a sophomore
elementary education major, works
the desk in Andrews Hall, sics on the
executive board of a service sorority,
tutors at the Newman Catholic
Center and cakes 17 credit hours
this semester.
Her days start at 8 a.m. and last
until 10:30 p.m. The blond-haired
sophomore said if shes lucky she
might cake an hour co relax in her
room before she goes to sleep.
"I've always been involved in a
loc ofstuff," she said.
While in high school, Buchanan
was on the school's tennis team,
regularly attended rennis camp, and
was in Key Club - a service group
she compared to Kiwanis.
Buchanan considers herself
a normal student, but even 10
.years ago, students involved in
extracurricular activities were not
common.
"When I was growing up - with
the exception ofvacation bible school
- I don't remember getting involved
with any form of cxcracurricular
activity until the third grade when
I got involved with boy scours,"
Davidson said. "We're no longer
allowing our kids to be kids. Once
they start school, we start ramping
them up for adulthood."
Because of chis, the Millennial
Generation is more pressured, he
said, because millennial students are
more likely to go to college.
"Think abour whar you did to gee
into college and how much pressure
for your ACT score, SAT score, all
the different scholarships you applied
for and all the different things you
did co gee those scholarships," he
said.
It was assumed in Buchanan's
fiunily thac she would go on to
college, and she remembered taking
the practice ACT.
"You needed co gee chat good
score," she said.
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SLEEP IN
EAT OUT
breakfast till 2pm
EVERYDAY

345-7427
7th & Madison
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www.whatscookin.info
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The hero generation
"There's always a hope chat the
next generation will be the nexc great
generation," said Kimberlie Moock,
director of orientation.
The Millennial Generation has
begun co graduate college, with
most 2007 graduating seniors born
in 1984 or 1985.
It will be interesting to see as
students move into their late 20s
and early 30s whar characteristics
will remain, Moock said referring
co Millennials' tendencies co do
more volunteer service and be more
globally conscious.
If Buchanan had anything co
do with it, she will continue her
community service work even after
she graduates.
"I love helping others," she said
and added that the look on people's
faces when she helps chem is what
makes it worth it in the end.

Grant View AP,artments
Brand new a cro ss fro m La ntz
•4 Bedroom/2 Bathrooms
•Fully furnished
•Spaces available for Spring & Fall 2007
close to campus
located on the corner of
1st and grant
Call Today for Reservations
345-3353 or grantviewapts.com

Did you know...
Your financial aid will pay for
your off campus housing!!!
Just ask us!
• 3Bedroom
• Fully Furnished
• Washer/Dryer

FALL 2007
6 bedroom
2 bath
CALL NOW!

According co HERC, millennial
studencs see higher education as a
ticket to scarus artainmenc, financial
stability. They are also more stressed,
sleep deprived, more focused
on grades than learning, and are
constantly going.
"I find your generation co be
extreme multi-caskers - almost to
your detriment, academically," said
Linda Moore, director of Career
Services. Career Services, on average,
has at lease one counseling session
with 60 percent of graduating
seniors on copies such as salaries,
salary negotiation, networking and
goal setting.
Millennial students also want co
work to live, not live co work.
The typical Eastern student will
earn a starting salary of $35,000 to
$40,000 upon graduation, Moore
said. However, she said salary is not
a student's No. 1 considerarion.
"Most of the sixty percenr of
the senior population chat we see
are more interested in finding work
they like, succeeding and getting
health benefits," she said.

• Free Shuttle
• New Construction
• $2550/semester
(or $425 per month)

tJ niversity Village
217 .345.1400
WE ARE RAISING THE BAR I N STUDENT HOUSING AT EIU
APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT

www.universityvillagehousing.com
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Cadet Chris Gensler, a senior enviromental sciences major, examines
his target with Michael Mccarter, a junior political sciences major, after
Friday's firing at the Charleston Police Department.
Students have no commicmenc
for their fuse cwo years of classes
with the ROTC. This gives them a
chance to cry before committing.
"If you're milicary, all you know
is bow co kill people," said lsc Sgt.
Bret Rogowicz. "That's a wrong
perception."
The program focuses on

CITY

I COURTS

Bonnstetter
status hearing
scheduled

leadership. That is one constant for
office.rs across engineering, aviation,
ordinance and the myriad other
fidds of the Army.
"We can teach them the coolsets
of successful leaders," Coblencz
said.
The standard term of service
after completion of ROTC is four

years, although there are a number
of possible additions to the term.
One of the mosc common is co
serve an two years more in exchange
for choosing which branch of che
service the cader wants co go into.
The penalties for not completing
the required number of years are
severe, ranging from dishonorable
discharges to jail time.
Burkhardt said thac a student
cannot be deployed from the ROTC
program. Members of the Illinois
National Guard in ROTC are also
exempc, he said. Cadets who enter
che active duty Army have almosc a
year before deploymenc, Burkhardt
said. This is because the cadets scill
have co train for their duties.
The reasons foe some cadets to
join the program are varied, from
the philosophical to economic.
"Why should someone fight my
fight when I could be participating?"
asked Cadet Efren Cacala, a
sophmore mass communication
major.
For Cadec Caleb Crouch, a
senior industrial tecbnology major,
the reasons were more economic.
Recently married, ROTC pays for
his school withouc making him
work 40 hours a week, he said.

Donations to colleges
on the rise nationally
By Astrid Bradley

generous alumni body - most
people who go to Dartmouth have
a terrific experience, so they wane
(U-WIRE)
HANOVER, to give back," said Dartmouth's
N.H. - Colleges and universities vice president for developmenc
brought in a record $28 billion Carolyn Pelzel, who anributed
through charitable donations in the disparity in cocal donations
2006 - a 9.4 percent increase between Dartmouth and its peers
from 2005. Alumni giving, which co the smaller number of alumni.
Given that the largest gift from
accounts for about a third of such
donations, grew by over 18 percent a single donor was $5.9 million,
compared to last year, according to the vast majority of money raised
statistics released last week by the for the College came from a large
number of donors. Pelzel said the
Council for Aid co Education.
Stanford University led the pack average alumni gift was $2,629.
In contrast, among the schools
with $911 million in donations,
collecting the mosr ever by a higher up on the list, most of the
single university, while Dartmouth money comes from a small number
College, which saw a 51 percent of large gifts.
Stanford credited approximacely
increase in donations from last year,
raked in $160.3 million.
40 percent of their cocal fund raising
Five of the top l 0 fundraisers to 10 donations, including a $100
were
Ivy
League
schools. million gift from alumnus and real
Dartmouth ranked seventh in estate developer John Arrillaga.
the Ivy League, directly behind
Abouc 60 percent of the
Princeton University and ahead of College's donations are from
alumni, a figure chac's cwice the
Brown University.
"We have a very loyal and national average of 30 percent.
The Dattmoutf't (Dartmoutll)

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUJ
It ON YOUR RESUME-

Another starus hearing for Mark
Bonnstetter, Eascern's associace
athletic director for operations, has
been scheduled for 3 p.m. April 16
in the Coles Councy Courthouse.
Ronald Tulin, Bonnscetter's
lawyer, said they are in the process
of gathering discovery.
According to the American Bar
Association, discovery is the formal
process of exchanging information
between the parries about the
witnesses and evidence chey'll
present ac trial.
Bonnstecter, 38, of20 Woodfield
Lane, has been charged with
cwo felonies and a misdemeanor
seem.ming from an alleged Nov. 25
incidenc near his residence.
Bonnscetterwas arrested Nov. 28
on the charges of criminal trespass
co a residence, a Class 4 felony.
He encered a plea of "not guilcy"
on Jan. 22.
A Class l felony charge of
residential burglary was filed at a
Dec. 11 hearing along with a Class
A misdemeanor charge of criminal
sexual abuse.
The Class I felony carries
the stiffest penalty. If a person is
convicred of a Class 1 felony, rhey
will receive no less chan four and
no more than 15 years in a state
prison.

n Search FROM PAGE 1
"We have co know who they are in
they are in order ro evaluare their
qualifications for this position."
The
confidentiality
kept
throughout the search process is
meant ro procecr applicants who
might be sining president or vice
presidents at other universities.
Webb said che campus should
expect a universicy-wide e-mail thar
will include information about the
on-campus incerviews.
Webb ex:peccs the comminee
co recommend chree candidaces.
Then the board will vote on the
next president.

U-

To find out more about Army ROTC's Summer Leader's Training Course,
Call 581-5944, email cdrotc@eiu.edu or visit www.eiu.edu/-armyrotc
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H & H Shuttle Service: Under
new management. "The Wheels
on the bus go round & roundH
Hey Students: Call Nancy @
348.7433 RIDE or 276.7223 for
the Big White or Blue Shuttle @
reasonable rates for you. Ride with
us for a safe, fun filled evening
to Parties, Bingo, Am-Trak, Bar
Crawls or any functions.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 312
Are you building your dream,or
somone elses? Own your own
business. Visit http://4prosperity.
usana.com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 318
GET THE FINANCIAL HELP
YOU NEED ... REGARDLESS OF
YOUR CREDIT SCORE! DEBT
CONSOLIDATION, PERSONAL
LOANS AND MORE. FROM
$3K-$300K CALL 1-866-3812298. NO FEES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3127

•

help wanted

Pro-Mow Lawncare i.s a drug-free
and equal opportunity employer.
We are currently accepting
applications for full-time and
weekend positions for lawncare
technicians.
Applicants must
posess valid driver's license,
leadership skills and a positive
attitude. Apply in person at 1610
Red Bud Road in Charleston,
Monday thru Friday from 9am4pm or call Scott Bierman at 3455296.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2128
Female to assist women with MS 4
evenings a week. 8:30-10:30pm.
$8.35 per hour. 348-6678.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/1
Winter/Spring
Positions
Available Earn up to $150 per
day, Experience not required.
Undercover shoppers needed
To Judge Retail and Dining
Establishments. Call 800-7224791

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO

!Bartending!
Up to $250/
day. No experience necessary.
Training provided. 800-965-6520
ext. 239
------~-4BO
We pay up to $75/Survey! www.
Cash ToSpend.com

f •'

for rent

Fall 2007. 1515 11th St. 3
bedroom house with washer,
dryer. 1 Omonth lease. $275 each
for 3. Deposit plus 1st and last
month rent. Call 549-2791 after
4pm.

for rent

Furnished 2-3 Bedroom Apts. 1
Block from Panther Paw. Call
Jack 0 (217) 620-6989.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
Available 2007-2008. Two and
three bedroom fully furnished
apartments and duplex. Lincoln
Avenue and Ninth street locations.
For additional infonnation call
348-0157.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2127
Two, 3 Bedroom Houses, 2
Bedroom Apts. A/C, Washer/
Dryer Trash included. Free
Parking. Super Nice. 1 House
is Brand new w/ 3 car attached
garage. 217-348-3075.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2n7
2 BR apt, 112 block to Rec Center
Mediacom Cable & Internet incl,
central ale. $300/person. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2128
ONLY ONE.
Brittany Ridge
townhouse for 4-5.
Great,
responsive landlord. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2n8
1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2 BR priced for one
@ $420/mo. INTERNET, CABLE,
WATER INCLUDED
3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.

-------~2128
MONEYWISE 1 & 2 BR apts.
for 1 or 2. Most include cable
& internet 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2128

2 & 3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/
O'Brien.
Washer/Dryer, A/C.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2128

AWESOME
ROOMY
2
APARTMENT
BEDROOM
1507
WOODLAWN.
AT
DISHWASHER,
OFF-STREET
PARKING,
CONVENIENT
LAUNDRY, TRASH INCLUDED.
ABSOLUTELY NO PETS. APRILMAY LEASE. $450 PER MONTH.
549-1694.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 312
5 BEDROOM 3 BATH HOUSE
1/2 blocks from Tarble,
completely remodeled, W/O,
dishwasher, reasonable rent,
GREAT HOUSE and YARD,
345-9595 or 232-9595 www.
gbadgerrentals.com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3n

FALL '07. 2 bed, 1 bath home.
Great location. Campus side
of Lincoln. NC, WID, trash
included. No pets. $300/person.
345-5037.

f •'

torrent

Fall 2007. 1521 11th St. 3
bedroom house with washer,
dryer. 10 month lease. $250 each
for 3. Deposit plus 1st and last
month rent. Call 549-2791 after
4pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 312
Large 6 bedroom/ 3 bath house
available for Fall 07 group rental.
Parking and laundry. $250 each
897-6266 or 898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/6
Large 3 bedroom house available
for Fall 07. Nice Patio, good
parking $250 each. 897-6266 or
898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/6
LARGE, FURNISHED 7-14 BO,
1021/1023 WOODLAWN, .. ALL
INCLUSIVE
PRICES.. 0 HEAT,
ELECTRIC,
WATER, CABLE,
INTERNET, & TRASH INCLUDED
$$380
PER MONTH
PER
PERSON, NEWLY REMODELED,
TILED FLOORS, NEW CARPET;
OPEN FLOOR PLAN, LARGE
PRIVATE YARD, OFF STREET
PARKING AND CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. VIEW AT EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 345-6210, 5490212 FOR SHOWING
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 317
LARGE, FURNISHED 3 BO
APTS AT 2403 8TH ST, **ALL
INCLUSIVE
PRICES••••HEAT,
ELECTRIC, WATER.
CABLE.
INTERNET. & TRASH INCLUDED
$$380 PER MONTH
PER
PERSON, OFF STREET PARKING
AND CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
CALL 345-6210, 549-0212 FOR
SHOWING.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3.7

Fall 2007 Beautiful.spacious and
affordable 2 br. Unfurnished
apartmentsavai lableon the square
over Z's music Water and trash
included. New appliances,low
utilities and laundry on-site,NO
pets. Call 345-2616

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 318
GRAD/UPPERCLASSMAN
STUDENTS:VERY
NICE
2
BEDROOM
DUPLEXES,TWO
BLOCKS WEST OF LANTZ. OFF
STREET PARKING. CALL 34S7682 LEAVE MESSAGE!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 318
3 BR apartments available for
2007-2008 school year. Spacious,
close to campus & fully furnished
must see to believe how nice the
apartments are! www.uniqueproperties.net 217-345-5022.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3ffl
FALL '07. 3 bed, 1 bath home.
Great location. Campus side
of Lincoln. NC, WID, trash
included. No pets. $300/person.
345-5037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 319
One six bedroom house, 2 blocks
from campus. Call 217-728·
8709
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

$.30 per word for the first day
$ .10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

REAT LOCATION
1/2 Block to Rec. Ctr.

f •'

torrent

4 BO 2 BATH NEW APT Washer/
Dryer and free parking. 1140
Edgar Dr. 345-6100. www.
jbapartments.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/9
Very Unique 2 bdrm apts, loft
bdrms,
sundeck,
cathedral
ceilings. To much to list. $245300/mo. 217-345-6527 call
between10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _319
Fall 2007: 11 Bedroom - 1102
6th Street; 4 Bedroom - 1800
12th Street; 5 Bedroom - 1204
Garfield; 2 Bedroom - 1705 12th
Street. Call (217) 868-5610.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/12
For Lease: Fall 2007, great
location!! 2 Bedroom duplex,
washer/dryer, central air, off
street parking. trash-yard mowing
included, 10 mo. Lease no
pets 2417 maintenance, local
management, call today 217346-3583 or visit our website
www.eiustudenthousing.com

________ oo

OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS~
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 WWW,
jwi II 1amsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across
from
Lantz.
Fully
Furnished.CallTodayforLowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
New construction: Available Fall
07. 3 BR 2 bath townhouse, two
can garage 1 block from campus.
Call 630-505-8374 for showing.
Call now only one left.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LincolnwoodPinetreeapartments.
Studio, 1, 2, 3 bedrooms, close to
campus, pool, individual leases.
Call 345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 254-8458 or
273-2048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
GRE,to;T
LOCATION
20072008 SCHOOL YEAR
VERY
NICE 2, 3, & 6 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT myeiuhome.
com OR CALL US AT (217)4937559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 Br. Apts.
Water & Trash included. Plenty
of off street parking. Buchanan
St. Apts. Call 345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

avallable
@ ~tr'llt_,. dtSJJ\C'WSX\lt'll

,

torrent

________ oo

FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES.
2
BEDROOM
APARTMENT. 415 HARRISON.
$240/PERSON. 348-5032

________ oo

3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Partially
furnished. 11 1/2 month lease
$250 each. 10 month lease $260
each. 345-3554 or 346-3161.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call
345-6210/549-0212
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

f •'

FALL '07 - '08. 1426 9TH ST.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
RENTING FOR 07-08.
3
& 4 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE. SANDERS & CO.
234-RENT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations.some include wireless
internet. Call for details 3457286

Renting for Fall 2007! Four & six
bedroom house within walking
distance of campus. Call 3452467
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

...7 BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR
OLD MAIN. 2 1n BATHS 2
KITCHENS. WASHER, DRYER,
CENTRAL AIR. 217-345-6967 or
549-6967***.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

5 BEDROOM 3 BATH, ALL NEW
HOUSE. Right next to camr-.•s
with all the amenities. A house
you'll love and so will your
parents! 345-9595 or 232-9595.
www.gbadgerrentals.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

________ oo

University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
•••••••Fall 07-08 Many New
1,2,3 and 4 BR APTS Starting as
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746 or
visit www.CharlestonlLApts.com.

.......

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Four and Three BDRM Duplexes.
BUZZARD BUILDING. One
Block, Partly Furnished, Water &
Trash Paid, Lawn Services. 3453253

________

o~

VILLAGE RENTALS Renting for
2007-2008 1 bedroom apts.,
2 bedroom remodeled apts., 3
bedroom houses. Furnished,
laundry facilities and close to
campus. Call (217) 345-2516
EHO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

GREAT HOUSE FOR 2007-08
AT 1515 2ND STREET. 3 BATHS,
CIA, WID. TRASH INCLUDED.
345-3148 OR www.pantherpads.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NEW LUXURY 1 AND 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR
AUGUST 07-08, ONE BLOCK
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. CENTRAL HEAT,
NC, AND LAUNDRY FACILITY
WATER ALLOWANCE, TRASH
SERVICE, AND OFF STREET
PARKING INCLUDED. 348-8249
www.ppwrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NICE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT ON THE SQUARE.
CENTRAL A/C,
CARPETED,
DISHWASHER. AVAILABLEJUNE
1. $450/MONTH INCLUDES
TRASH AND WATER. 345-4010.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

3 BEDROOM Duplex 2009 11th
SL Great Location $310 each. .345-6100 www .jensenrentals.
com
Imagine a 2BR apt. priced
00
M 0 VE-1NSPEC1 ALS: BRITIANY for one person, incl. cable
RIDGE - RENTING FOR 07-08
internet, water, trash
SCHOOL YEAR. 4 BEDROOMS
25 BATH. UNIT HAS REFJ
STOVE, AND W/D INCLUDED.
UP TO 5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE.
RENT REDUCED
$975.00.
Jim Wood, Realtor
CALL-317-9505.
1512 A Street/ 345-4489 Gl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

-f--r-- -E-A-L---.
2 0 10

--------

CB

Roomy 2 BR Apts.
$300/person, 12 months
Cable & Internet included

Great Prices, excellent
landlord, the only 1 in
my inventory.

c:e

Jim Wood, Realtor

Jim wood, Realtor'@

512AStreet/ 345-4469 Gl[B

1s12 A Street·t'.345-4489

torrent

MOVE-IN SPECIALS: BRITTANY
RIDGE RENTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 3 BEDROOMS
2.5 BATHS, UPTO 4 STUDENTS.
UNITS HAVE W/D, REF., AND
STOVE INCLUDED.
RENT
REDUCED-$810.00
TOTAL
RENT. CALL217-317-9505.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Brittany Ridge for 3-5
BR, 21/2 baths, AJC, cabl
& net wired, w/d, deck, dw

llf4llirdl,1,•.tfl!l1119ill~w
Montbty Onllne classltled advertising

f •'

GIRLS: Nice Five & Three BDRM
2 Bath Homes. One Block North
OLD
MAIN.
CIA,
W/D,
Dishwasher,
Trash,
Lawn
Services. 345-3253

345-6533
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and showering afcer praccice every day," Haselhorst said.
"There arc also a couple of skin medicin~ ouc there they can
use co puc a barrier over che skin co protect ic."

» Skin
FROM PAGE 12

Senior wrestler Casey Carrino said char chere are bacteria
culrurcs on che mac, as long as che wr~ders cake caution chcy
can prevent infection.
"There's things chat are on che mac like ringworm and scuff,
but if you're careful about it and shower after you wrestle you
won't gee it," he said.
Ringworm, a bacteria chat grows on the skin, is one most
wrestlers on che team get at one point or another, Carrino
said. He said it is easy to treat and cure.
Jen Tymkew, a certified athletic trainer who works wich che
football ream, said outbreaks of skin disease usually happen if
the public has an outbreak.
"We see more of an occurrence in a sport chat has more
skin to skin contact, but usually if there is an outbreak it's
not just in che athletic department; it's usually widespread,"
Tymkew said.
She said outbreaks do not happen often. Usually chcy arc
contained and concroUed.
Eastern's wrescling team has been forrunate chis year,
Haselhorst said, because they have not missed any meecs
because of a skin disease.
"We have a few cases at chc beginning, but during che lase
half of the season we haven't had any cases," he said.
Wrestlers clean che mac chey used co wrestle on with bleach
or ocher solutions that kills bacceria.
"The big thing is cleaning chc macs every day at practice

National Society of Collegiate Scholars is holding an Informational
Meeting on Tuesday, February 27 at 7pm in the Charleston-Mattoon
Room MU< Union. Free Raffles and NSCS Clothing and Local Business
Gift Certificates!
-2/27

'•'

for rent

across from Lantz. Ava lable Fa
2007. Wi iams Rentals 345-7286
00
SEITS NGER APARTMENTS. 161
9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST
OLD MAIN. SUMMER 2007 AND
FALL 2007-2008 COMPLETELY
FURNISHED. 3 AND 9 MONTH
INDMDUAL LEASE. CAU 3457136
00
BRITIANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES
For 3-5 people, unbeatable floor
plan, 3 & 4 bedroom, deck. central
air, washer, dryer, dishwasher,
2 1/2 baths. DSL ready. Trash
and parking included, low ulility
bills, local responsive landlord.
From $200/person. Available May
2007, lease length negotiable.
217-246-3083.
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
--------00
.......NEW 1 BR APTS
AVAILABLE AUG 07. PH 3487746.
\WNf.CharlestonlLApts.
com•••••••
-------00
Royal Heights Apts (behind
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath
Unit. Underground Parking. Call
Becky for Rates. 345-0936.
------~-00

M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007
TOWNHOUSE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED;
WASHER/DRYER
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. call 217-493-7559
------~oo

Brittany Ridge townhouse 07-08
school year. 3 bdrm 2 1/2 bath,
W/D, D{W, central air, located with
in walking distance of BU. Free
parking and trash. CaD (217) 5088035.
------~00

Full size lKEA lost/desk unrt for
sale $150. Call Jess 224-6277705
3/2
Female roommate needed for
a lease starting July of 07-08
Contact Lauren. 618-580-0556
3/1

'•'

U

What are you waitit1g for?
Advertise I" the VEN to help your
busft1ess grow 511-2116

MORE COMMOll 51111 DISEASES
• FolHailitis ... hrwldolls:

• Forms

Sudoku ey MlehMI lolepham

the ha where there ls sweating and friction.

• Fo icutrtls forms around the upper part of the hair follicle
• Fumuculosis forms award the bottom of the foDicle.
• Can be treated with antibiotics and Ointment along with draiotng boils.

..........
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•Can form on different parts of the~
• Often clear in the center with a rough scaly, circular border..
• Treatment c.an be anti fungal cream or antibiotics.
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torrent

AVAJLABLE IMMEDIATELY through
August 8,2007 1 bedroorr.
apartment 1 1/2 blocks north of
Old M non 6th StreeL348-8249
\WNl.ppwrentals com
00
FALL 07 - 2BR 12th or 18th Street
at $240 per person. See www.
CharlestonllApts.com. Ph. 3487746.
00
FALL 07 - 4BR 2 Bath duplexes
1520 9th Street $350 per
person. Stove, refrig, micro,
dishwasher, washer/dryer. See
www.Charlestonll.Apts.com. Ph.
348-7746.
00
FALL 07 - 1BR Polk or A Street
$495 per mo.
See www.
CharlestonllApts.com. Pit 3487746.
-------00
LOOKING
FOR
something
different? We have some 1,2&3
bedroom apts that fit the bill.
Modern.attractive.away from EIU
traffic. DistrNashers,laundry.NC.
W.. fiams Rentals 345-7286
--------00
4 BO 2 BATH NEW APT Washer/
Dryer and free parking. 1140
Edgar Dr. 345-6100. www.
jbapartments.com.
--------00
For Lease: Fall 2007, 3 and 4
bedroom apt., central air, ceiling
fans, washer/dryer, off street
parking, trash-yard mowing
induded, 10 1/2 month lease,
no pets, 24/7 maintenance, local
management, DSL wiring in all
rooms. Great Location. Call today
217.346.3583 or visit our website
at www.erustudenthousing.com
---00
For lease: Fall 2007, 2 or 3
bedroom house-2,3,4, or 5
tenants. Rent that best suites
you. Ceil"ng fans, yard mowing
induded, no pets. Great locatioodose to Obnon football field, off
street parking, 10 mo. lease, 24n
maintenance, local management.
Pictures and more information at
www.eiustudenthousing.com
00

IJJeNewftorklhnel
Crossword
ACROSS

1 Aide: Abbr.
5 Leaves rolling in
the aisles
10 Bill stamp
14 Followers of so
15 "M'A'S'H"
setting
16 Grooving on
17 P1c to click
18 Where "Happy
Anniversary!"
may be written
19 Sue of "Lolita"
20 Chekhov play,
with "The"
23 Herr Schindler
24 "Hamlet" setting
28 Try for a role
31 Mexican money
32 Nurses at a bar
35 With 42-Across,
Leslea Newman
book

39 Flub
40 Celebration that
may involve the
people m 20-,
42- and
56-Across
41 lime piece?
42 See 35-Across
44 "No problemo•
45 Tennessee
footballer
46 Moore of "G.I.
Jane•
48 Five Nations
tribe
52 Open wide
56 2005 Mark
Wahlberg movie
59 Give a razzing
62 1986 Indy
winner Bobby
63 Pull a sulky, say
64 Natural soother
65 Make amends
66 Busy place

67 Chimes player
68 Bog~rt's "Key
69 Palmist, e.g.
DOWN

1 Samuel of the
Supreme Court
2 Nobel-winning
poet Nelly
3 Baby bird?
4 Musical
liabilities
5 Nordic gear
6 Collections of
points in math
7 Come up
8 Gender-bending
Streisand film
9 Wise old heads
1o Pale lager
11 •
takers?"
12 Robert of
"Quincy''
13 "S.N.L"
announcer
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Pardo
~:':'t::+::::+.:-1 21 Bard's before
--+--+--+-- 22 Mature
25 Actor Milo
26 Surf sounds
-+-+.'"4

Blue-book filler
l ••DJ[E!! •r.::1t":::1'~ •it:-:-11-::t-::::+::::1 2729 Attention-getter

:mm••

No. 0116

Edited by Will Shortz

64
67
Puzzle by 01ve Mackey

36 Singer 01Franco 47 Wrestling locale 55 Perfume
compound
37 Lashed (up)
49 Hearing-related
57 Sounded a bell
38 Stockings
50 Persona non
58 Margarine
40 Sonata ending,
59 Slugger's target
often
51 Hate
60 Ransom Olds's
43
Mann of
53 Home on high
middle name
1960's pop
44 Pizza slices,
usually

54

Conclusively
show

61 Seemingly
forever

~;.i..;.-1-;.,..;..i

30 "Te _.(hymn> For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
32 Melee
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
..._;.+~..,..~~.;;..jll.....,;;+.,;;+;;..f 33 Steve the late
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS. •
Crocodile
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
Hunter
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
..,,.+,...+=+=i 34 Prefix with
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Murray's top player injured
By Matt Daniels
Sports Editor

Murray State's leading scorer
might miss che Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament, said head
coach Joi Fdcon Tuesday.
Joi Scoct, che eighch-best scorer
in che country at 21.7 points per
game, injured her left knee with
less chan five minutes to play in
Murray's win against Tennessee
Tech on Thursday.
Scoct didn't practice Friday,
didn't play in Saturday's loss against
Tennessee-Marcin and was not
expected to practice Monday, said
David Snow, Murray's coordinator
of spores information.
. "We just have to prepare if we
don't have her and if we do, chat's
great," Felton said.
Murray, the No. 2 seed in che
OVC Tournament, hosts Eastern
Kentucky tonight in fuse-round
tournament action.
EKU head coach Larry Joe
Inman said facing Murray, even
wichout Scott playing, is a cough

tournamenc wich che No. 3 seed
and hosts Tennessee-Marrin, but
has lost six of ics lase nine games.
"Hopefully che home game will
help us because we need something
righc now that will try co get
something going," Mitchell said.

EKU's road games provide
trucker career training
Inman has bad his EKU squad
away from Richmond, Ky. since
last week.
The Lady Colonels played in
Clarksville, Tenn., against Austin
Peay lase Thursday before craveling
co Nashville, Tenn., co play
Tennessee State on Saturday.
Tonight, EKU is in Murray, Ky.
co play the Lady Racers.

OVC PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
• Player of the Week: Crystal Fuller

...-...........

.-

Junior point guard. LIT Martin
• Newcomer of the Week: Crystal
Jones. Jumor guard Eastern Kentucky
• Freshman of the Week: Amber
Kirkpatnck. Freshman forwa1d Eastern
Kentucky

"We're all thinking about
being truck drivers we've been on
the road so much," joked Inman.
"We've enjoyed being cogecher buc
the only thing I hate is missing
so much school. Thar's che only
downer for us."
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Bur Inman knows what cype of
player Scoct is.
"Joi Scoct's one of a kind," he
said.

Consecutive wins put EKU back
in conference tournament
A week ago, EKU worried about
m1ssmg its second-consecutive
OVC Tournament.
But after two wins last week,
Inman and his team erased
any doubts about making che
tournament, and che Lady Colonels
are in the No. 7 seed spot.
Being in che OVC Tournament
is a common scenario for Inman,
who is in his 19th year at EKU,
and his ream.
EKU made the tournament
15 'consecutive years (19922005) before missing lase year's
tournament.
"To be back in che tournament,
it's always a great thing," Inman said.
"You win chree games and you're in
(the NCM Tournament)."
EKU has won the OVC
Tournament twice under Inman.

YOUR CATERING
SOLIJTIONlll

Conference is so balanced,
tournament title is up for grabs
Parity and balance arc che key
words OVC head coaches have
used all season long.
The same holds true for che
conference tournament.
Southeast Missouri acting head
coach John Ishee said che league is
so balanced, any of the eight teams
can win the tournament.
"We have co come ready to
play," said Ishee, whose team is the
No. l seed and hosts Austin Peay
conight.
Fdton said with the league
having a 20-game conference
schedule and each team playing
each other twice, ceams gee co
"know your opponents inside and
out.n
"Seeding doesn't mean a
ching," Felton said. "Any team
in this cournamenc can win the
tournament. And that's che exciting
thing."

lady Eagles enter tournament
with weakened record
Morehead
Stace
Macthew
Mitchell said he is unhappy wich
how his ceam has played lately.
Morehead comes into the

BOX LUNCHES. PUTTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERYORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 25c per item (•t-1oe).

FREEBIES

ISUBS & CLUBS ONLY)

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil & vinegar. and oregano.

one o our omcma e renc uns
then smothered with onions. mayo.
lettuce. tomato. & our homemade
Italian dressing•

#16 CLUB LULU
fresh sliced turkey bieast. bacon. lettuce. tomato.
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK fr
CHARLESTON

315 LINCOLN AVE.

217.345.1075

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOllN'S!"
.!'1985. 2002 . 2003. 2004 . 2006 JI MMY JOHN'S fRANCHIS!. llC lll AICHTS AISIAYEO. We Resem Tb' R1eh1 lo Make Any Menu Changes.
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Top schools host opening-round games
By Joe Waltasti

and brings in bigger crowds,"
Tyndall said.

Sports Reporter

The
2007
Ohio
Valley
Conference Toumamenc starts
conighr with four games hosted by
che higher seeds.
Austin Peay, Eastern Kentucky,
Tennessee Tech and Murray Seate
hose games tonight before che
tournament moves ro che Gaylord
Enrertainmenr Cenrer in Nashville,
Tenn., for the semifinal and final
rounds. Many coaches, even chose
hosting games in the fuse round,
disagree wich rhe currenr formar.
Jeff Neubauer, head coach of
No. 2-seeded Easrern Kenrucky,
said he chinks any conference chat
does nor bring all of its cearns co che
conference tournamenr (only che
cop eight teams in che 11 school
OVC advance co che posrseason
coumamenc) should ac least have
all the games in one location.
Neuhauer's opening round
opponent, Donnie Tyndall of
Morehead Scace, whole-heartedly
agreed.
"It makes
for a more
rournamenr-friendly environment

Debate continues about
OVC Tournament format
Tennessee Tech head coach
Mike Sutron chinks, in addition
to having all tournament games in
Nashville, all the ceams in che OVC
should make che coumarnenr.
He pointed co ocher conferences
bringing all their reams to its
postseason tournament, but also
poinred out a major disadvantage
OVC teams have once they gee che
NCAA tournament.
"Whoever our cearn is from che
OVC, che opposing ream has an
extreme advantage," Sucton said
about the opening round game
of che NCAA tournamenr. "The
ocher ream already has a fullBedged scouring reporc because our
cournamem ends so early."
The OVC coumament final is
at 7 p.m. on Sa.curday while che
Big Ten has irs cournarnenr finale
on March 11, which is Selection
Sunday.
One OVC coach, however,
disagreed with che ochers.
Soucheasr Missouri head coach

130S Lincoln Ave.
217-345-6424
OP EN FOR BREAKFAST

Weekdays Sam - l 1am
Weekends Sam - 12pm

lO

Score Edgar said he likes che current
tournament format, with only che
cop eight teams advancing and che
top four seeds hosting openinground games.
"We're only going to reward one
ream in che end (by advancing co
che NCAA cournamenr)," Edgar
said. "You should be rewarded by
how you play in che regular season
and che cop four teams should have
a better chance co g~c co che OVC
Championship."
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serving 4-Spm
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was suspended for che season
after violating a team rule prior co
che Eagles Feb. 22 game against
Tennessee Stace.
"He is done, his career is over,"
Tyndall said. "Ar che end of che day,
a young man has co make good
decisions, and hopefully it will be
a life lesson."

McKenzie, che difference is ease
and west."
Morehead Stace upset Austin
Peay in che final game of che regular
season co grab che No. 7 seed in
che OVC tournament despite
not having leading scorer Shaun
Williams.
The 6-foot-6 senior forward
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Key players absent during
OVC Tournament play
A handful of teams in che

TuesdaY.
$3 Ch1c. k en LUDCh $345 Every
llam _8 m
2 pieces of chicken mashed
potatoes & gravy
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OVC Tournament will be without
marquee players when chey need
chem mosc.
SEMO is scill wichouc forward
Mike Remben, who injured
his knee Feb. 9 against Eastern
Kentucky.
The Bradley transfer was leading
che team in rebounds wich 6 per
game and was third on che team in
scoring, wich 10.3 per game.
"He is improving," Edgar said.
"Bur as far as getting inside and
banging inside with a guy like
(Tennessee Tech forward Amadi)
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University Union Ballrooms

3 Piece Dmner

3 pieces of chicken mashed
potatoes & gravy
coleslaw - 2 biscuits

Professional dress strongly recommended.

FREE CAKE
4-8pm (dine in only)

What students are saying:

Homemade meatloaf served daily

Tflis was a great e.tperience! I became interested in schools I ne.·er considered before!

ec out our new y re es1gne
website with slideshows, podcasts,
and stories@ de1111ews.com

It was great and eye-opening. I am much more confident now!

It was a wonderful day! Lots ofopportunities!

ll.niQ U.e ProPerti~s
9th Street is THE place to live!
Does this look
familiar?
Well it should, check us
out online, and you can
sign up for an online
subscription FREE!
We have podcasts, slideshows, and the same
great stories that the
paper has daily !
o c ec us out a>
www.dennews.com

FULLY
FURNISHED
SPACIOUS
3 BEDROOM

NICEST•••
CLEANEST•••
CLOSEST
APARTMENTS

RIGHT
ACROSS THE
STREET FROM
CAMPUS!!
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a couple apartments left at our most popular locations!

217-345-5022 www.unique-properties.net
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Weekend's tournament might be doubleheader
By Matt Daniels
Sports Editor

Eascern is supposed to host a cournament

this weekend at Williams Fidd.

antllerschedule
TRACK AND FIELD

I

Friday at last Chance Meets
All Day Notre Dame, Ind.
MEN'S BASEBALL

Friday at Memphis Tourney
Noon Memphis, Tenn.

I

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

Saturday at Panther Prowl
All Day Williams Field

I

TRACK ANO FIELD

Saturday at Last Chance Meets
All Day Notre Dame, Ind.

I

WRESnJNG

Saturday at NCAA West Regional
All Day Cedar Falls, Iowa

However, the Panther Prowl Tournament
mighc rurn into a Sarurday doubleheader for
Eascern against Nonhern Illinois instead.
The Panthers originally had WisconsinGreen Bay and Nonhern Illinois coming, buc
UWGB dropped out late, leaving head coach
Kim Schuette chis week to find a team co
replace them.
"Hopefully by the end of this week (another
team) will fall ouc of the sky," Schuette said.
Schuette said she is working the phones
and e-mails crying ro get another team co
Charlescon.
Last season, Eascern didn't have ics first
home game unril March 29, playing its fuse 32
games away from Charlescon.
"Last year at this time, it happened co be nice
weather," Schuette said. "We were practicing
outside ac least cwo rimes a week before we
started playing. So I figured why not cry and
play at home instead of traveling 10 hows co
warm weather."

Senior breaks another record

MEN'S BASEBALL

Saturday at Memphis Tourney
Noon Memphis, Tenn.

I

MEN'S TENNIS

Saturday at Indianapolis
2 p.m. Indianapolis, Ind.

I

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Saturday at IUPUI
Indianapolis, Ind.

WRESTLING

I 6 p.m.

It only took Sandyn Short 11 games chis
season ro break the program's all-rime RBis
record.
The senior from Davis, Calif., needed 9
RBis chis season co break Emily Starkey's
program record of 94.
Shore's 3 RBis Sunday against Tulsa pushed
her past Starkey's name in Eastern's record
books and gave Shore 95 for her career.

Shore said the talent of this year's team has
helped her break the record.
"There's been a loc more people on base so ic
makes it easy co break the record," Shore said.
Shore also holds the program's record for
doubles (51 and counting) and home runs (21
and counting).
She is currently fifth on Eastem's all-time
hit list with 180 hits.
Jennifer Cheveny holds the program's alltime lead with 284 hies.

lapala recovers from injury
Lase year's scarring cencer
fielder Chelsy Iapala has noc
scarred any games chis season
because she is recovering
from a right shoulder injury.
The sophomore injured
her shoulder two-and-a-half
weeks ago, Schuette said,
and cannot throw.
Chelsy lapala
All Iapala can do is run
lapala has been
and hit, Schuecre said.
out since the
Iapala has played in six
start of the
games, having 1 hit in four
season due to
at-bats and has scored 2
an injury.
runs.
The 5-fooc-3 native of
Stanwood, Wash. has also scolen 2 bases chis
year.
"She should be released (to compete) ac the
beginning of chis week," Schuette said.
Last season, Iapala scarred 50 games and
hie .174, buc was second on the ream in stolen
bases (lO) and sacrifice bunts (7).
In her place, freshman Megan Ndson has
scarred all 11 games, hicring .237 and producing

5 RBis to go along with a team-leading 4 stolen
bases.

Working in four pitchers
The addition of junior transfer pitchers
Maegan Golloway and Ashley Robison have
helped ease the burden off rerurning pitchers
Karyn Mackie and Kachleen Jacoby.
Golloway, a left-handed pitcher who
cransferred from Kankakee Community
College, has appeared in five games, starting
one.
Golloway struggled Saturday against
Missouri State, allowing 8 earned runs in 2
innings.
Galloway's ERA now sics at 12.92 in 4.1
innings of work. The start against Missouri
Seate was her fuse of the year.
Robison. a transfer from Lake Land College,
allowed 6 earned runs in 2.2 innings of work
against Missouri Stare to push her ERA up to
11.40.
Mackie, who is 2-1 with a team-leading
2.14 ERA this year, said she likes the addition
of Robison and Golloway.
"Me and Kathleen accually calked about it
the other day," Mackie said. "It's nice to know
we have two other starting pitchers."
Mackie threw 148.2 innings lasr year as
a sophomore while the sophomore Jacoby
threw 234.1 innings, the third-most in Eastern
history.
The duo accounted for 88 percent of the
rota! innings Eastern pitchers threw last year.
"Four pitchers is nice, and ic's also frustrating
ac times because that's four kids you wane co get
innings for and see how they react," Schuette
said.

I HEALTH

Watching out for skin diseases
Strains of Herpes,
Staphylococcus are
becoming more
resistant to antibiotics

FAST FACTS ON COMMON
SKIN DISEASES
" Herpes Gladiatorum:
Generally forms on the face as cluster
of honey colored bumps.

n

By Adam larck

" Can come with fever and symptoms
of Illness.

Staff Reporter

Athletes have to watch out for
spraining an ankle or breaking
a bone during marches during a
season.
While watching out for these
injuries though, they also have
co watch even their own skin to
protect from diseases.
"The big two going around
now are a herpes virus, there are
a couple of variations of that right
now, and another big one is staph,"
said Aaron Haselhorst, an Eastern
achleric training graduate assistant.
"They had an outbreak of staph ac
a Minnesota high school wrestling
cearn and had to shut down."
Haselhorst works with the
wrestling and tennis team for
injuries and treatment.
Head Achletic Trainer Mark
Bonnstetter said it is not unusual
for achleces, wrestlers in particular,
to get infections because of their
skin concacc.
Another
spore
chac
has
experienced an increase in bacterial
infection chis year is football,
Bonnstetcer said. He added that
ic is not as prevalent as it is in
wrestling.
"Bacteria are becoming a little
bit more· common," Bonnstetter
said. "It's not just an Eastern
problem; it's a football problem in
general. The bacteria are becoming
a bit more resiscanc co antibiotics
so doctors are having to figure our
new ways to treat this."
Herpes gladiatorum, which
generally occurs on the face, scares
as a cluster of honey colored bumps

" It is never fully removed. It stays in the
nervous system. If it returns it normally
returns to same spot.
" Can be treated with antibiotics.

" Impetigo Coatagiosa:
.. Can come in bulbous and non-bulbous
form.
" Normally found in close contact
sports.

" Easily spread from person to person.
Treatment for thrs involve rubbing
qeam over infected areas andfor takirn]
antibiotics.
11

hdormatioa from "The Physician
a11d Sportsmedicine Journal" and
Rob Uwton.

I TitE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Junior wrestler Greg Perz wears his head gear while talking to fellow wrestler freshman Kile O'Toole during
practice Monday afternoon in Lantz Arena.
JOHN BAU.ET

on a red base, according co Rob
Lawton in his article "Skin Disease
in Wrestling" published March 6,
1999 on lntermat, a wrestling Web
site.
· While it can be confused
for impetigo or folliculitis, chis
disease can come with a fever and
symptoms of an illness. This can
occur within a week of exposure.
This disease can never fully be
removed, as it scays in the nerves. If
it comes back, it normally returns
to the same place as before.
To treat this, achletes take
antibiotics co cruse the lesions.
To be allowed co compete, under

NCAA guidelines, the athlete has
to be free of the fever, devdoped
no blisters within three days of che
clearance.
Also, all lesions muse be crusted
over and the athlete muse be on
medicine for at lease five days
before the meet.
Staph.
or
Staphylococcus,
can come in different forms
including: impetigo, folliculitis
and fumuculosis.
Impetigo Concagiosa is easily
spread from person to person,
according to "Common Bacterical
dermatoses" an article published
in the June 2004 edition of '"The

Physician and Sporrsmedicine
Journal. u
Normally ic is common in dose
contact spores such as football,
rugby and wrestling.
This disease can come in
bulbous and non-bulbous form.
The difference between the two is
chac the Suid pools in the bulbous
form then collapses while the nonbulbous form just cruses over with
the fluid pocketed underneath.
The creatmencs for chis involve
rubbing cream over the infected
areas and/or raking antibiotics.
Also, the fluid is drained from the
sores.

Another common skin disease
forms around the hair of an achlete.
Folliculicis can form around the
upper part of the hair follicle while
fu.rnuculosis, or boils, form towards
the bottom of the follicles. These
occur in areas of increased sweating
and friction.
Oincmenc and antibiotics can
be used for treatment for these
diseases along with drainage of the
boils.
In both of these cases, the athlete
must be siddined, according to
the NCAA, unril he has taken
antibiotics for three days and have
not had any new soars for at lease
cwo days before the competition.
All sores must be covered with
bandages that will not fall off.

»

SEE SKIN, PAGE 9

